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Grade Problems?
Complete Training
in Learning
Through Hypnosis
• cut study time
• improve grade point

897-0201 for Info.
18 yrs. 0xperience

Work Study
Qualified??
ON CAMPUS
Employment
Available at
the Student
Union. • • •
See Ad on
Page6

POULSON PHOTO

Tom Vernardos, director of the Arts and Sciences advisement center, talks with sophomore Karen Wilkirson, Advisement may soon be centrally located.

ACROSS
1 Thomas
Edison
5 Secrete
9 Abscond
14 Narrow in·
lets
15 Sale condi·

tion: 2

name
fasteners
Turkish title
Eroded
Engine part
Vestment
Far: Prefix

47
49
51
54
58
60
61 Put one's
cards -

16 Nobleman
17 German

DAILY

Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

Thursday, September 28, 1978

rivt?r
18 Kind af pay-

ment
20 Cheka's suecessor

21
22
23
25
27
29
30
34
36
38
39

Fate
Holy books
Uncanny
Wearies
Study
Seine
God of love
Honest Gentle push
Omit
Oil

secreters: 2
42
43

44
45
46

words
Mad
Claims on
property
Fanatic: Suf·
fix
Stake
Mar.'s nick·

Library offiCials
muster support

63
64
65
66
67

Dies Ermine
Blackthorn
Sell
Communi·
ties
68 Shaped with

an ax
69 Current
DOWN
1 Bow and
2 feudal vas·
sal
3 Flying mam·
mal: 2words
4 Guarantee
5 Welcome
6 Negative
phrase: 2
words
7 Identifiable
8 Approx. cast
9 Islamic devil
10 Young animal
11 USSR citY

12 Cornbread
13 Noun end·
ings
19 Assist
24 Ballet
26 Former
Dodger
great
28 Owing
30- mode
31 Gave aid
32- or evens
33 Balance
34 Continent
35 City on the
A are
37 Handouts
38 Ms.

Dinsmore
Dined
Econ. stat,
Have need
Endemic
Bards
let
African an·
telope
53 Poor

40
41
46
48
49
50
52

By CHRIS MILLER

UNM library officials are
beginning to muster financial
support for New Mexico ·campus
libraries in response to the recent
expiration of the statewide library
bond issue,
The bond issue, which expired
July 1, provided $10 million to the
state's university and college
libraries over a five-year period.
UN M received approximately
$800,000 yearly from the bond
issue.
In
a · recent
in-house
memorandum between Zimmerman
library officials, three possibilities
for future library funding were
listed as being investigated.·
The first possibility calls for "a

54 M~itary
55
56
57

59
62

base
Preposition
Stash
Comparative word
Has Tree

•.

Locationolcarildl11erent

•

•
•

from above address:
Car#1 City
State
Car #2 City

•
•
•
•

•

State..

·.

.

bond issue, to be allocated over
either a five-year or a ten-year
period, for $20 million" the
memorandum states. If approved
for the five-year period, this
amount would be double that
allocated to the state's libraries
under the old bond issues,
The second possibility seeks
capital from the severance tax fund,
the memorandum states.
Both of these measures would
have to be approved by the state
legislature - the bond issue would
need to be approved by a majority
vote and the severance tax, by twothirds vote in both houses. The
bond issue would then have to be
approved in a statewide election
The third possibility call~ fol' an
mcreased effort by library and

I.

City council to decide
restoration plan fate
By BILL ROBERTSON

•

One way mileage:
Car#1--Car#2-----

Faculties for the provost's office,
said his office was responsoblc for
designing thc,new retention model.
The object of the plan, he said,
was to "meet the needs of undcrprcpared students and give them
a cbance to make it, without
lowering the University's academic
standards.''
Jones acknowledged that the
nation's colleges, and UNM in
general, arc experiencing lower
enrollments and a high al.trition
rate. He said the new plan would
encourage more freshman, who are
notorious for high attrition, to
remain in school.

New Mexico

UNITED Feature Syndicate

words

•

••

Reorganization of academic
counseling, a scheme that may
become part of a larger student
"retention" plan, is currently in the
planning stage, but most university
officials aren't talking.
Academic counselors have told
the LOBO that their offices, now
located University-wide in every
campus college, "will eventually be
centrali2;ed and moved to Mesa
Vista HalL" The counselors,
fearing administrative reprisal,
refused to have their names printed .
One counselor said, "l don't
know much about this, and it's
being kept secret for some reason,
but some colleges are in trouble
because their students are performing poorly in their majors.''
When contacted about the new
plan, University College Dean
William Huber, whose office
coordinates academic advising in
the individual colleges, denied
knowledge of a plan to reorganize
academic counseling, His associate
Bruce Potter, also denied
knowledge of the plan,
When contacted, Arts and
Sciences Dean Nathaniel Wollman
denied knowledge of the plan that
would involve advisors in his
college, saying, "It obviously
didn't originate here."
University Vice-President Marvin
"Swede" Johnson, however, said a
planned reorganization or cen-

tralization of academic counseling
may be part of a retention model
now bciii'g designed by the
provost's office.
"There is a rctenl ion plan now
being discussed to help students
who would otherwise leave the
university," he said.
"For instance, the average
student, unless he can afford il,
doesn't have access to a tutorial
service, A student could get into
Rcademic difficulties and find
himself off campus. The retcntior)
plan would help such students,
, , , and academic counseling
would be central to such a plan.''
Joel Jones, Acting Dean of
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103,
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Car#1~Car#2----

•

'll·N~
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work:

List all additional drivers in your household:

<.jJAMI·<;J·_ Kll

10'0!:!

•
•

II

•.

~p;;J.;.awu'"• j'Jarrut~.

rcpTC\en t;ui~e !II !he

•

HAS ANY DRIVER WITHIN THE LAST 3 YEARS:
aeen involved in an accident?
Yes 0
No 0
How many?.~-----Had license suspended or revoked? Yes 0
No 0
Been convict~d of a traffic violation? Yes 0
No 0
How m a n y ? - - - - - - Give brief details about any "yes" answers above including approximate dates:

•

114
01):27

hunU,t!\ Ill ~elc~·lcd rre1J~. Medr~·ol and dental ~ure
rrmld.;d. Sign up nnv. tor .an i11tcr\rcv. wrth thr:Na . . ·y

•

· Spouse's Occupation

•

cham.

OPPOKlUN!TIES • M!\11---l,
and hard wten~.:e maJOn. Opening~
10 nudr:ur po\olrcr, a~ iatron. \lU\tn!:\~ man:_tg~metH and
thl;' ~urfaL·e Navy. Sturting ~al<~ry $11,0001 with
/ 1 h)~l~.:~. Bu~ine~~

•

•

•
•

D1re~:wr~·

Har~.ard V<~rir;oty,

H.lrvard Sf-..

~

$1~.00 l<l

Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation;

•

$2~

f'MI'l OYMfoN'T

m·crlcU \-1 Th, 5-9pm, Snl. & Sun., I0-6pm. P<l)

llOH JACKSON IO·SPH-'D pwfev.ional bi~.:vdc.
<ampy and dura-nee cquilllltCnt, mti~llic green mill
'1h-cr, 2~ inch frame. Mint ..:ondHion. $~'i0 ur bc~t
,,Her 299-MIH.
l.fn
{'(U·VY IMP AI A, GOOD body, .[.!.ood iJ\tCrrilr,
rclrabk• l'll~inc-, 1970 rmmunl Iran~ .. 2-d\l(lf, 1\1(';,
While. A ~ICJ.tl 111 $6{}{). Cati243·74()1J nnd keep trying.
10t02
~-11-.I{ClJIW COMET· $500. 2~5-65~0. Frnnk. Q9,26
~l?Pl~R lUNl~·liPS, SIO. You huy Pllfi~. Bob, 2M·

o

Name

fiiJI~. pan•. ~~·.tpnb J)c~k~.
"1.l25.1J9, lmuklu~c~. $10·$"0.

PARI

II_-------.........
------------------•• Yes!
•

!UOplll Mou 'l~t,2fl8-'7HK6, Scou'' Plu~.:e.
09tZ9
;,_,OV/~(i, M\:\T ~~·[_[ 1967 Chcv~· Bci·Air. P.S.·
A< newly rl·bmli \9?"i. ~'IS cug111c plu., milcr nc~
pttrl\. $7~0nr b~·•l utlt•r. H.l6,Q427.
U9/~9
-~{1.-.XIC AN -1-.NAM[~rW.I\RI; IS bu~;k- mug,, plate~.

t.;rt!DI·NJ" lO BABYSIT ,mall child. 9-11 AM,

unc-hcJruum 'ti 1J'i,
{ 'oltmdlt<J Sl· . .::!MI-0~2'\.

mation. Or simply complete and
mail the coupon below and we'll
send you a rate quotation. There's
no obligation, of course.

Who are we? Criterion
Insurance Company is a dependable,
financially strong company offering

~ULIL•

ll81·0910
bl'fnn: Ham, <-tft~r 7:0<Jpm wcektlay\. Sat.Sun
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We'd like to insure your car.
Why? Because we specialize in
providing auto insurance for young
drivers.
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The Albuquerque City Council
w.ill decide Monday whether a
sector development plan it commissioned In March of this year to
assess the ne.eds and chart the
restoration of the predominately
student-occupied residential areas
south ,of campus is suitable for
implementation,
The controversial plan, subject
of eight community hearings so far,
was given the endorsement of the
council's Land Use, Planning and

...
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Zoning (LOPZ) Committee at its
meeting last Tuesday.
If, as eXpected, the plan is passed
by the council, it moves to Mayor
David Rusk's desk for final approval,
Action by the council will come
two Weeks before the expiration of
a
city-imposed
building
moratorium
affecting
the
University
neighborhoods.
Councilor Alan Reed, a UNM
eondnuolid.from page 6

UNM administrative officials in
seeking private gifts from state
residents.
M.iller said the Council of New
Mexico Academic Libraries, which
represents all tax-supported
libraries in New Mexico, has
already approved enactment of the
fund-seeking measures,
A $15 million bond issue, which
would have continued to fund
university and college libraries over
a five-year period, 1978-83 was
defeated during the last session of
the state legislature.

Libraries
need funds
By CHRIS MILLER

.

UNM's libraries, along with most
of New Mexico's pUblic university
and college libraries, are in serious
financial trouble.
Due to the expiration of the
statewide library bond issue July I
of this year, UNM's libraries have
experienced a three-qUarters cut in
the funds that are available for the
purchase of books and periodicals,
$800,000 of the approximate
$.1,130,000 the university libraries
spent for these items last year, were
allocated by the bond issue,
Total funds for the purchase of
bOoks and periodicals, however,
have been limited to a five-per cent
reduction as compared to last year.
This is due to the carry over of
$350,000 from last year's bond
con1lnued from page 5
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Loose
screws

Associate
Chemistry
Professor Robert Tapscott
and. graduate instructor
Doug Mather gather loose
screws from Redondo Drive
Where they fell from a
passing vehicle.

UNM golfer beaned
A woman seatedin a golf carton lJNM's sduth golf course was struck in
the head by a golf ball and taken to University Heights Hospitai Wednesday,
Adelaide Renner, of 9.11 Horseshoe Trail S.E,, was struck while seated
in a parked golf cart near the first tee, UNM police said.
The errant ball wash it by a golfer on the driving range,.policesaid,
A city fire unit and Albuquerque Ambulance responded to the call and
the victim was rushed to the hospitaL
A spokesman for University fteights Hospital told police Renner
sustained a: soft tissue injury on the back of her head and was dazed for a
short period of time,
'lhe Spokesman said Renner's injuries were not serious, and she was
released from the hospital.
Police sald the golfer was questioned but not held.
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Get facts
on the law
school
admission
process.
Twelve law school representatives
participate in a panel
discussion of curriculum,
admissions, and placement.

Check
out
these law
schools.
An open discussion allows you
to talk to the law school
recruiters and pick up
application forms and literature
on their schools.

California Western
School of Law
Golden Gate University
School of Law
Gonzaga University
Law School
The Lewis & Clark
Law School
McGeorge School of Law
University of the Pacific
Pepperdine University
School of Law
Southwestern University
School of Law
University of Puget Sound
School of law
University of San Diego
School of Law
University of San Francisco
School of Law
Whittier College
School of Law
Willamette University
College of Law

World News
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CAMPUS CONTACT PERSON:
MS. TINA LUDUTSKY·TAYLOR
CAREER COUNSELING OFFICE
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WASHINGTON (UP!) -The
government Wednesday gave
negotiators 24 hours to settle a
~rippling rail strike that threatens
food and auto production. Union
o ft'icials expanded the walkout to
73 railroad>.
Officials said the strike has
'narled two-thirds of the nation's
rail traffic, left the Midwest grain
harvest in jeopardy and forced auto
makers to consider large scale
layoffs.
Labor Secretary Ray Marshall
called negotiators from the rail
industry and striking rail clerks into
round-the-clock bargaining at the
labor department. He said the
administration was prepared to
move - possible with a back-towork order or legislation - at 12
noon EDT Thursday if a settlement
is not reached.
A department spokesman said

the two sides met separately with a
special mediator from 12:30 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. and then began a joint
session.
The Brotherhood of Railway,
airline and steamship clerks went
on strike at Norfolk & Western
Railway Co., July 10 after two
years of inclusive talks aimed at
protecting clerks' jobs against
automation. On Tuesday, pickets
spread the strike to more than 40
other railroads.
Wednesday afternoon BRAC
ol'f'icials said they were expanding
their strike to include all 73
railroads that had been helping
finance the N&W through a mutual
aid fund.
"The Union started at 2:30p.m.
in each time zone .to picket on the
railroads that are part of the mutual
aid pact," said the BRAC
spokesman.

Knesset ready
for approval
UP!-lsracl prepared to approve the Camp David accords Wednesday,
giving up the Sinai Desert and 20 Jewish settlements in exchange for an
eventual peace treaty with Egypt-the first with any Arab nation in the 30year history of the Jewish state.
The Egyptians announced an Israeli communications team would arrive
in Cairo fhursday to set up a "hot-line" between Jerusalem and the
Egyptian capitol forthe future peace talks.
The United States and Syria mounted rival campaigns to secure
moderate Arab backing for their opposing positions on the peace moves.
At the United Nations, Britain announced support for the agreements
but France warned they were surrounded with "great uncertainty."
In a heated debate in the Israel Kness! (Parliament), members said they
considered approval of the summit accords the mos~ momentous de~ision
iti the history of Israel, which has fought four Mtddle East wars m 30
years.
.
The three-day session was deciding in one. package vote whether to Withdraw from the Sinai in exchange for a peace treaty with Egypt and whether
to accept the "framework for peace" on the west bank of the Jordan
River.
"The Knesset is king," Prime Minister Menachem Begin said of a
decision that was important for his government to make alone.
The state-run radio predicted 86 of the Knesset's 120 members would
vote for the accords, and 17 against, with the remainder abstaining or
absenting themselves.
The principal opposition came from Begin's own Likud Party. The
opposition Labor Party spoke in favor of the accords.
Gideon Hausner of the Independent Liberal Party said, "We stand
behind a cruel alternative-all or nothing."
Outside the modern building, 500 Israelis protested the accords, watchea
warily by dozens of police armed with dubs and shields. Other groups
stood in evening prayer to the trumpeting of a ram's horn.
"The achievement (of peace) is greater than the price," said former
foreign minister Abba Eban.
.
.
. .
. ,
"This is not a good agreement, but votmg agamst Ilts much worse,
said former education minister Aha ron Yadlin.
.

BRAC also said it had filed a
$350 million antitrust suit against
the Association of American
Railroads and four major rail lines.
There were reports of immediate
resumption of picketing at the
Seaboard Coastline Railroad,
Union Pacific, the Burlington
Northern and Illinois Central-Gulf
railroads where strike action had
ceased earlier in the day following
court order.
Amtrak announced that it was
forced to curtail service on two
additional routes as a result of new
picketing- the National Limited
between
New
York
and
Indianapolis and the Sunset
Limited between New Orleans and
Los Angeles.
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The Honors Center will host a
coffee session on Friday from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Honors Center loun~e.
The event will feature New Mexico
author Norman Zollinger who will
speak about his book, "Riders to
Cibola.''

i

.l

The Chess Club will hold a
meeting on Thursday in Room
231 B of the SUB at 7 p.m.

Election
info ready
Petitions will be available
Monday, Oct. 2, for the Oct. 25
ASUNM general election.
Candidates for I 0 fall senate
seats need to obtain signatures of75
ASUNM students by Oct. 9.
All candidates must attend a
workshop \Vhich will be held Oct.
II, at 5 p.m., in room 231 D of the
SUB.
At the workshop, candidates will
be informed of rules and
regul11tions governing campai~ning
and the election. Each candtdate
will draw for the order in which his
name will appear on the ballot.
Campaigning may, . begin immediately after the meetmg.
The one rule most likely to be
broken, according to Wen.dall
Hunt chairman
of the Elections
.
.
Commission, is the maxmmum
campaigning expenditur.e of$25 per
candidate. The Elections . Commission is currently working to
keep an account of each candidate's
campaign spending.
. .
.
"The elections Commtsston Will
keep a close watch on all campaigning.. Violations will be h~n
dled swiftly, with proper penalties,
as stated in the regulations. We
won't hesitate to invalidate a
candidate if he breaks the rules.''
said Hunt.
.
All ASUNM students are elegtble
to run f<ir office and may pick up a
petition in the ASUNM office on
the second floor of the SUB.
Only to of the total 20 senate
members are elected each semester.

Are you lonely?
We're here to listen

Delta Sigma Pi, the professional
business fraternity at UNM, is
sponsoring a blood drive today
from 9 to 3 in room l 06 of the
Business School.

***

Harbam Crane, a nationally
exhibited photographer from
Chicago, will give an illustrated
public talk on her work, which
includes collage photographer and
large-scale pieces. She will speak
today at 3:30 in Room 2018 of the
Pine Arts Center.

George Peters will speak on
HEINE and the "Myth of Passion"
on Friday at noon in Room 235 of
the Humanities building.

The Assodntion of Accounting
Students will ho.Id a meeting tonight
<ll 7:30 nt the UNM Faculty Club,
1805 Roma N.E.

Fran~inc Neff, former treasurer
of the United '*it ales, will speak
about "llasic Principles for the
Individual in Business or Gov.ernment," today from 12; 10 to 12:50
in Room 103 of the Education
building. Bring a sack lunch.
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Cerwin Vega 25

169.95

$)19
2·Way Speakes
12;, Woofer
400
• 3•Way Speaker
• 8" Woofer

8080 DB
• with dolbv noise reduction

2001

449.95 ..

2·Way Speaker
B" Woofer_

HPM 100
4·Way Speaker
12" WOofer

SB 6000
• 2·Way Speaker
• 12" Woofer
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$109

• Front Load Cassette

San•ul SRU1

Wood Case $9

• Dolby

$47
$99
WAREHOUSE
PRICE

$247

B.I.C.960

Duality and aulomatlc flexibility.

Pioneer PL510S
• Direct drive turn1able
• Fully Manual

Dual CS 1241
• Belt drive changer
• Folly Automatic

PLSSO
Direct. Drive Turntable

Manual

Technics AS 615 us

139
$129
$139
$199
8

• Front load cassette
• Dolby

TEACA·105

• F;ront load casselte
• Dolby
. ~

Pioneer CTF 700

777

5

tl WAREHOUSE

• Franl Load Cassette

PRICE

• Dolby

Pioneer RT 707
• Reel To Reel D_eck
• Auto Reverse

BLANK TAPE

SUPER SYSTEI\II #3

Technics SA_5370

$1 59 ,
$189

Maxell UD 35-11l0
• 10'' Reel

:

~ ~& Get Free Metal Reel! 5 22

s22o

TDK ADC·60
• 60 l'nfn. Cassetta

sass

Maxell UDXL I
• 90 mln. cassette

TDK8track
• 2pat:k45 min. a track

ACCESSORIES
----------------$6

AM/FNIB lracK
•·In daSh dial

BLACK MAGIC TAPE HEAD
DEMAGNETIZER

In the door radio

PIONEER TS 160
• DoOr Mount Speakers
o 6V.~ Dual Cone

..

AUDIO·TECHNICA
TRACKS!

TAPE SPLICING KIT
PIONEER TS 692
• 6•9" Car Slereo Sp'eakers
• 20

CAR STEREO

SLIDE
MOUNT

$.

BOTH FOR

oz Magnet

$6
$1 Q

5

TDK REEL... Yl

Jewish Student
Union
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MondAy through Friday every regular w~k

or the Univc:ir_sity year and weekly during t_hc
slimmer

REPS ON CAMPUS TODAY

United Ministcries Center will
hnkl weekend ~ommunion scrvke.,
on Friday trom 3 to .1:40.

2~3•61SJ

.•. in VISTA

STUDENT UNION

Phi Altlha Theil• will meet thh
Friday in the history loun!\e nt3:JO.

AGORA

a start ••.

Stop by the Information Booth

DOC (Disabled on Campus)
meets on Friday from II to l in
Room 253 of the SUB. Officers will
be elected and future plans will be
discussed. Any interested persons
are encouraged to attend. For more
imformation call Leslie at 299-

.

national
optical
2110 Cehtral s._~.

A general meeting of the Kiva
Club will be held today at 5 p.m. in
the Native American Studies
The WagO!l Wheels Square
Center. Native American students Dance Club will hold their weekly
are urged to attend as well as other dance tonight at 7 in the SUB
interested parties,
ballroom. Come and dance.

editors :;uggast that !lraups wishing to. P_llb(fc/zfJ lmpartanr

SAN DIEGO (UP!) - Federal
authorities Wednesday identified
the probable "mystery plane"
flying in the vicinity of the nation's
worst air disaster, but they doubted
it contributed to the collision of a
commerecial jet and a small private
plane because it was too far away.
Phillip Hogue, head of national
transportation safety board's investigation, said the third plane, a
twin-engine Cessna, was seven to
eight miles west of the point where
the Pacific Southwest Airlines 727
jetliner and the single·engine
Cessna collided "virtually headon" 3 000 feet over San Diego.
Mo~day's air disaster- worst in
American history - killed at least
!51 persons, including 13 persons
on the ground.
Hogue said th.e twin-engine
Cessna 401 had two persons
aboard, Charlie Farrar and Bob
Hampton, co-owners of Mustang
Aviation at Brown Field, who were
"shooting approaches" to Lindbergh Field and were flying west of
the other two planes.
"On the face of it, this would
appear to be the third airplane,"
Hogue said. "It would seem at this
moment not to be a factor." He
said he was "inclined to doubt"
that the twin-engine Cessna was
dose enough to the PSAjetliner for
the jetliner's pilot to confuse it with
the single-engine plane.

Maybe you can't
erase poverty,
but you can make

noticas thfl day fJo(oru and tho (lilY of tho mootmg
NO GUARANTEE Of PUBLICATION IS MADE. Tha

ovf!nrs

'Mystery
Plane'
found

Vol. 83

Open to all students and
alumni of colleges and

\~1tis
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Strike deadline set

This friday is demonstration
night at the UNM Ballroom Dance
Club gathering. Admission is free,
and everyone is welcome from 7:30
to 9:30 in the SUB ballroom.

~!ear

!\

GLASSES & CONTAGfS
MADE WHILE YOU WAIT!!!

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29,1978
1:00 P.M, UNTIL3:00 P.M·
SOUTH BALLROOM

~lOW

r
r..
'

Strike expands to 73 rails

Campus Crusade for Christ will
be holding a leadership training
class tonight a 7 in the family
practice Center Romm 340.
Everyone is welcome.

.scs.~ion

by the Board of Student

Publication~ ol the tlnlvCrsit}'of..NcW Ml!:tiCO •.
and Is__ not ffnanclally associated with UNM.
Sttond _dass_ pOsiage 1,a1~ at Albt_iquc-rque:,
New Mcdco 8713lr Subscription rate Is
$10,00 (or the Academic year.
The op_lnlon., cxprCMCd on the· editorial
pages of The Dally LobiJ are those or tht•
autliot' ~olely, Un.dgnOO opinion is that ·of lhrl
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
_ptlnted in _The: Dally LObo nccessaril)'
rcp•wcnts the vieWs of the University o£ New
MexiCo.

universities in this area.
\

,

hosts a Shabbat
Open House on Friday
September 29th from
8 pm to 12 pm. AU
prospective members
are invited to attend.

For infomiation call

277·7371

Jut! •t>oul lht !lne•i bionk
till to tUii!Ofll OIOund. Tho
L•HIOO It 1800' ·or muok:ol
m1motin FOil YOU!

Buy 2: UDC•90 a1 retail price
and get ·1 free Wi\h presentation of studentiD

~Ualltities are limited
•

• Open reel to reef
• tape deck
• auto reverse

.

$449.95
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issue funds and the allocation of
approximately $700,000 from the
UNM administration for the
current fiscal year, a 21-per cent
increase over last year.
The five-per cent decrease in
funds thi~ fiscal year, coupled with
an 11-pcr cent yearly inflation rate
for books and periodicals, results in
an actual 20 to 25 per cent decrease
in buying power, said Pan Lester,
assistant dean for technical services
at Zimmerman library.
"ll will take about a 63-per cent
increase in appropriations to just
break even in buying power next
year, assuming a 11-per cent increase in prices due to inflation,
which is a conservative estimate,"
Lester said.
Even if the library receives
another 21-per cent increase in
funds this year, the library's actual
buying power would be reduced by
24 per cent, he said.
"This would mean the library
would have to reduce its book
purchases by one-fourth and cancel
one-fourth of its journal subscriptions, or there would have to
be some kind of trade-off between
them," Lester said.
Lester said a cutback in journal
subscriptions would cause a more
serious problem than a reduction in
book purchases. Because of a new
copyright Jaw passed Jan. I, 1978, a
journal can be borrowed no more
than five times per year on the
library
interloan
system.
"Therefore, it is risky to cancel a
journal hoping to get it on loan
from other universities," he said.
UNM's libraries are already
lagging far behind in meeting the
needs of the students.
Two library experts, Verner
Clapp and Robert Jordan, have
devised a formula for establishing
minimum standards for university
libraries. According to the formula,

Editorial

Human errors
The tragic San Dieg0 plane crash Monday was the worst one in
American avaition history. The fatality count stands now at 151, but
policemen, firemen, ambulance drivers and paramedics are still
scouring the rubble for victims. The cause of the crash. which was
between a Pacific Southwest Airlines 727 and a single engine Cessna is
now being investigated by the National Tranportation Safety Board.
Investigations of this kind usually take weeks or months to determine
the cause so we will probably not know for some time exactly why the
planes collided. It is reasonably certain that human error played a big
part.
Although the collision may not have been prevented in the air, the
disastrous results could have been lessened if San Diego's mayor had
been heeded in his plea to move the airport to a less densly populated
area. At least 13 persons died on the ground as flaming wreckage and
bodies dropped from the air.
Granted, the airport relocation could have done nothing for the crew
and passengers aboard either plane; 13 lives could have been saved if
the airport were somewhere other than a densely-populated section of
San Diego.
Another human-error factor of the collision, said Air Line Pilots
Association President John O'Donnell before the House Government
Operations Subcommittee, was bureaucratic delays on the part of the
Federal Aviation Administration.
O'Donnell said the FAA has not utilized available knowledge to
certificate an operational collision avoidance system which might have
prevented the San Dieno crash.
FFA administrator Langhorne Bond said the administration is trying to
develop an anti-collision system that works with certainty rather than to
hurridly decide on a possibly imperfect choice. Bond said a new system
may be developed by 1982.
And what do we do until then?
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Associated students:
pull together

Default solution
Last week the LOBO reported on the number of loan defaulters who
have not repaid their loans from New Mexico institutions. Most of these
loans were made when the student were undergraduates. But the costs
of graduate and professional schools have risen so dramatically in the
last decades, sometimes the only way out for the borrowing student is
to default.
Financial expert Sylvia Porter offers a solution for loan repayment
becoming less than impossible. She suggests the adopting of a
Graduated Repayment Option plan which would permit a student to
repay his loan over 15 years and payments would be based on a sliding
schedule, This means lower payments would be required during the
low-income years and payments would increase as income increased.
Under the present system, a borrower has a set payment schedule with
all monthly payments of the same amount. Also under the present
federal loan program, the repayment span is 10 years rather than 15
years.
lit is generally understood that students graduating from graduate or
professional schools wHI eventually make more money annually than
students completing only undergraduate school. So the proposed GAO
plan would be easy on the borrower immediately after his graduation
from professional school but would parallel the borrower's income in
advanced sta'ges of repayment.
With the large number of undergraduate defaulters (3,300 cases were
filed in the last year and a half against alleged defaulters from New
Mexico institutions}, it would behoove everyone involved - the
government, the schoo.ls and the students - if a plan similar to the
GAO Were adopted for undergraduate loans. The government Would
not be forced to absorb millions of dollars in defaulted guaranteed
loans, the schools would not have to take drastic measures to collect,
and the students could repay their educational loans on more realistic
schedule.
No plan will totally alleviate the problem; but a GAO-based plan
might help.
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S. Sommers
ASUNM senator

As your representative, it behooves me to state that you all have
been victimized and it's time someone said so.

. · EUORAH NASON

B) 0

You all "paid your dues" (a $14 activity fee), and you elect
representatives (student body president, senate) right? Okay, here's the
form the screwing takes:
The Youth Goodwill Mission from the People's Republic of China
!Taiwan) come here and put on a terrific culture exchange show and
the administration gets all the praise. Not once was ASUNM mentioned. Everybody loved it - no one I talked to had abad word. It was
well worth the $995 ASUNM money. You paid a great deal of the total
expense; your ASUNM representatives, namely the senate, went to the
effort to override a presidential veto to appropriate the ASUNM money.
But what happens? University President Bud Davis and Dean of
Students Karen Glaser get repeatedly mentioned. The Chinese
Students Association gets nominally mentioned and ASUNM not
mentioned at all.
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Zimmerman library, which now
holds approximately 900,000
volumes, should have between 1.2
and L3 million volumes.
"During the cady 1970's when
total appropriations for the UNM
libraries was only $300,000 to
$400,000 yearly, the funds should
have been double this amount to
maintain library 'facilites sufficiently for a university the size of
UNM," Lester said ..
Lester said Arizona State
University,
which
has
approximately the same size student
body as UNM's spends about $1.7
million per year for books and
journals, or almost $700,000 more
than UNM spends per year.
"With the funds we have now we
can't even maintain current
materials, much less expand the
materials to provide adequate
books and journals for new
programs, classes, areas of
research, and so forth," Lester
said. "And that says nothing about
filling the gaps of our present inventory of books and journals."
Last year 100, or 10 per cent of
the journal subscriptions were
cancelled at a savings of $30,000.
These journals were among the lessused ones, Lester said.
Money allocated for LatinAmerican-study books has already
been cut back 10 per cent from last
year. "This means an even greater
loss in purcl1asing power when
inflation in the book market in the
Latin-American countries is taken
into account, whic has been ranging
anywhere from 20 to 30 per cent
yearly." Lester said. "This is
terrible
considering
LatinAmerican studies is a major
strength at UNM."
Among other areas receivng
major cutbacks are books ordered
through Oxford, England -- from
$62,00 last year to $32,000 this

I'OUUiON PHOTO

The expiration of state library bonds has caused a 75 per cent cut in money available for
the University's libraries to purchase books and periodlcals.
year; ethnic studies -- $2,300, down
from $3,000 last year; humanities-down. from $30,000 last year to
$26,000 this year; and, social
sciences -- $26,000 this year, down
from $35,000 last year.
Some of these areas will make up
for part of the cuts from allocations
from a general library fund or
through cross funding, said Paul
Vassallo, dean of the library,
$3,000 for the puuchase of
English-language books from the
Scandinavian countries and $1 ,000
for the purchase of music materials
have been cut out altogether.
"Up until now we have been
trimming the fat from our library
purchases," Lester said. "Now we
arc forced to begin cutting into the

meat.''

Senate to hear proposal
of telephones for the deaf

To all members of ASUNM:
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Let me tell you, gang, faculty and members of the Albuquerque
community left here last week with the impression that "ol' Bud and
Karen really know how to put on a great show - Weren't those
Tiwanese beautiful and talented?" it was disgusting how the spotlight
and speeches centered around Dean Glaser that evening. Why was
ASUNM not mentioned· by these administrators accepting gifts and
praise that night? Sure, they deserve credit, but all of it? Not one crumb
for us? "ASUNM7 Who's them?"

'l

j.
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ASUNM is you, partners. You and me and every other "fourteen•
bucker" who paid his fourteen bucks. I thing you're all worthy of praise.
We slobs of humble origin- ASUNM -get a.lot of criticism in shape
of "apathetic students who don't give·'a damn," "senate eircus,"
''student rag newspaper," etc. while administrators are fondly
remembered in the civic community for the worthwhile things.
Well, I think stUdent groups, student government, student papers
and newsletters should protest this. We should all try to work together,
put aside petty personal differenc::es and unite for a more impressive
student voice. There are thousands of us in ASUNM. Shouldn't we
improve the image. of ASUNM? You know - pull together, rake our
criticism when it's due, take out shre of the credit when it's due, encourage each other, our groups, our student government, our student
publications. I like the notion of free interaction between ASUNM
students, student government throwing aside the past and looking to
the future, student newspapers throwing aside fears.and Voicing free
expression, all of this with a view to what students really are and What
ASUNM really is. I think' all of you are great. ASUNM students are the
best in New Mexico. Don't you think so? Maybe the administrators
don't.

'

A resolution enabling deaf
·students and faculty to use oncampus telephones may soon be
introduced to the ASUNM senate.
The proposal to be submitted by
second-term senator Phil Hernandez. orginated from recommendations offered by Wendall T.
Hunt, coordinator of the newlyformed Sign Language club.
Hernarrdez' resolution proposes
the purchase of four tele-typewriter
instruments know as TTYs. TTYs
are tied directly into the telephone.
The messages of sender and receiver
are typed on a keyboard and
transmitted by wave and sound
length through an acoustical
converter into the telephone
system. MICON and PORTA-TEL
have recently come out with
portable digital models that wiJI for
$400-600 each. These models
replace the larger base. models
currently used in many offices and
home.
Phyllis Wilcox, Manual Communications Instructor, at "UNM
said she \lSes her own TTY daily.
The TTY enables her to make
private as well as emergency
telephone caJis without the aid ~f
an interprter. Wilc9X stated that tf

COPIES
Overnight
3Vzcea
4' same day
i'-t' o ,\1 inimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

by Garry Trudeau

TTYs were apporpriated by UNM
they could be best utilized in the
library, Special Service and the
Comminication Disorders Dept. A
TTY in her office wou.ld assist her
immensely as she often helps deaf
students in making their phone calls
from her home:
Her husband Sherman Wilcox,
State Coordinator for Services for
the Deaf, stated that the state
Vocational Rehabilitation currently
has 43 TTYs will eliminate the deaf
person's dependence upon current
interpreter-answering services
which arc to date inefficient. The
system is also being used by the
Albuquerque Police Department to
relay message~ from d~af persons t.o
a teletypewrtter prmtout. Thts
system Is also tied in to fire, rescue

and ambulance service.
Juan Candelaria, Director of
Special Services for Students
Program at UNM, indicated that
TTYs would be a definite asset to
the services UNM already offers to
deaf studenta which include interpreters, not takers, tape
recorders, transcribers and tutors.
Hernandez said he is optimistic
that the resolution will pass and
become an appropriation bill that
will pass through the senate Finance
Committee for final approva}. If
ASUNM funds are appropriated
for four TTYs, UNM funds or state
monies may be:used to math~ the
pruchase of etght such devt~es.
Legislation on the ~p~ropratton
could come about wtthm two or
three week_s,_h_e_s_a,..ld_._ _ _-::---:c
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The foot massage you

---------------------COMPARE US

TO YOUR OTHER
JOB OFFERS
If you haven't compared what the Navy has to offer a
college graduate to what other corporations are offering, you may be passing up the job you've been
looking for.
We need men and women with degrees in business,
mathematics, physics, and engineering to fill officer
positions.
We offer competitive salaries, 30 days paid vacation
yearly, free medical and dental care plus some benefits
other corporations can't begin to match.
If you haven't looked into the opportunities available to
an officer in the Navy, maybe now is the time to do it.
Our Officer Program Representative will be conducting
interviews at the Placement Center on Oct. 3rd and 4th .
Sign up now for a personal interview.
The Navy: An Equal Opportunity Employer
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NAUTILUS IS HERE
The most advanced concept
in total body conditioning
for both men and women

ar.

ONE MONTH FREE
with enrollment this week

Put on a pair of Noppy Sandals,
and hundreds of tiny f.ingers will massage
your feet with every step you take.

BIRKENSTOCK

NOPPYS
• RED

• YELLOW
• BLUE

10.00

NAUTILUS is:
1) Efficient •.. , ..•.... 20 minutes, 3 times a week
2) Effective .....•••. , .• , .••. , , , sec results fast
3) No Contract. • , , , . , ••• , .. , .• pay each month

CALL 292-2001
2288 Wyoming, N.E.
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About people

ATTENTION!

Caretta: look at record

ATHLETES AND OTHERS
WITH ATHLETES FOOT
1. Advance medical knowledge

2. Maybe get rid of your infection
3. Earn a volunteer fee
The Division of Dermatology of the University of New
Mexico School of Medicine needs 75 volunteers with
athletes foot to help us test the effectiveness of a new
antifungal agent.
Patients who are pregnant or under 18 years of age will
not be eligible for the study.
To determine if you qualify, report to the UNM Student
Health Center between 9:00 A.M. and i;OO P.M. on
Saturday, 30 September 1978.
For further information, call Dr. Becker or Mrs. Macln·
nis at 277-4757.
POUlSON PHOTO

Blood banked

Melanie Micha/shi, donor technician, draws blood from
Jane Tyler, a freshman biology major. The blood drive, spon·
sored by the UNM Pre-Health Sciences club, was held Wednesday in the SUB.

.. .sector
political science professor, first
proposed the moratorium, which
took effect Mar. 28 and expires
Oct. 16.
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Registration 8:00am- 4:00pm
in Lobby of Fine Arts Building
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tation of largely single family
homes.
"On or our main objectives was
to attract more people to move into
the neighborhood and buy homes,"
Ward said. Present figures indicate
only 24 per cent of the area is
currently owner-occupied
dwellings.

Passage of the sector plan will
mean that new building in the area
will be restricted to half the present
zoning density now allowable, said
Karen Ward, a member of the city
"If present trends are allowed to
planning department team which continue," she said, "it's possible
wrote the plan.
that within 15-20 years the entire
area
would be occupied by ren"One of the biggest problems we

=

YOU & YOUR PARENTS
WON'T WANT TO MISS IT.

==

faced in writing the plan," said
Ward, "was that much of the area
is now zoned R-3 for high-density
housing. "Under such zoning, she
said, lots which are 50 feet wide in
the University area can legally hold
12 housing units.
This density, if pushed to the
limit, causes problems with traffic,
access to the sun's rays, parking
and noise, she said. A primary goal
of the plan was to return the neighborhoods to their original orien-

ters. u

Many of the objections to the
plan came from property owners
who rejected the idea of "downzoning," wishing to see the door
remain open to future expanSIOn.
Dan Davis, Who owns two lots on
Silver Ave., dissented with the
plan's proposal to zone the
boulevard R·l (single family
dwelling). "Why pick a certain area
and say that it can't grow?" he
said.
Members of the Silver Hills
Association lobbied for Silver
Avenue's R·l disignation citing its
"historical and architectural
significance" for the city.

ENGINEERS
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Immediate openings for Engineers in the following specialized fields:

2110 Centtn1 S.E.

• Software Svstems
• Threat Sin;ttlation
• Capabilities Development
elrutrumentation Svstems
• Weapons Systems~
Electronic Warfare

• Simulation
• Electro Magnetics
•WeapotlS Control
• Flight Test
• Production Test
• Enginecri!lg Applications

243•6157

Maxwell cuts
Sunday hours
Maxwell
Museum
of
Anthropoloy on the UNM campus
will no longer be open Sunday
afternoons.
M uscum administrative assistant
Linda Bahm said the Sunday
closing is effective .immediately.
However, she said Sunday afternoons may still be used for
exhibit openings and special events.
Other opemng hours of the
Museum will remain the same. The
museum is open Monday through
Friday from 9 to 4 p.m. and
Saturdays from 10 to4 p.m.

University exhibit
wins fair trophy
The UNM State Fair exhibit this
year won the Governor's Trophy
for the best exhibit of its kind for
the second year in a row.
This year's exhibit featured the
University Medical Center and
included several participatory
displays, such as a bio-feedback
machine, for fair-goers.
The University has won the
Governor's Trophy four times.
Each year the University mounts
a large exhibit in the science·
indttstrial building, featuring a
college, department or program of
UNM.
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Engineering responsibilities include design, de\·elopment test e\·aluation and operation of
i\aval missile systems.
Qualification requirements: BS Degree in Engineering
Positions are located at the PACIFIC ~fiSSILE TEST CENTER Pt. :\1ugu, CA (Ventura
County in Southern California).
Hecruiter to visit campus on Oct. 30, 1918 to canduct inter\·iews and discuss specifics. Appointment may be made by contacting campus Placement Office.
Advanced information may be obtained by calling Audrey Obe!'mann-

7939.
A11

LOS ANGELES (UPI)-Waltcr O'Malley,
chail'man of the board of the Los Angeles Dodgers,
was in stable condition Wednesday at a hospita.l and
the numbness in his legs was said to be diminishing.
A spokeswoman for Queen of Angeles Hospital said
O'Malley had been "up and around" in the morning.
She said the numbness was diminishing and there was
no evidence of complications.
There was no word on what caused the numbness
and it was not known when he might be released .
O'Malley, 74, was admitted to the hospital Tuesday
night. The Dodger chairman has previously undergone
lung surgery and open heart surgery.

Albertson 'doing great'
SANTA MONICA (UPI)-Jack Albertson, star of
the new television series "Granpa goes to
Washington," was said to be "doing great" Wednesday following surgery to correct an intestinal
problem caused by an obstruction.
There was no word on when the 68-ycar-old actor,
who also starred in "Chico and the Man," would be
released, but an NBC spokesman said Albertson was
expected to return to the set .in three weeks.
Albertson had complained of intestinal pain and
was admitted to St. John's Hospital Tuesday.
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LONDON (UPI)-Buckingham Palace said
Wednesday that it would inquire into the claim of
former British television announcer Mary Malcolm
that she is the grandchild of an affair between the
Edwardian beauty, Lillie Langtry, and Prince Louis of
Batten burg, father of Earl Mountbatten of Burma.
Malcolm's claim, if prbven, would make her Lord
Mountbatten's niece and kin to the royal family since
he is the uncle of Prince Philip, husband of Queen
Elizabeth.
A palace spokesman said all claims of royal blood
ties are investigated as a matter of routine.
That Prince Louis had fathered a child by Ml's.
Langtry has long been known. Malcolm's claim is the
only new factor. lt appeared in a magazine interview
which, by coincidence, was published at the start of a
TV series, "Lillie," based on the colorful life of the
actress.
When she was a BBC announcer some 20 years ago
Malcolm, 60, once interviewed Lord Mountbatten.
"We looked keenly at one another and I am sure we
both knew of OU!' relationship, but nothing was said.

A class called "Power for
Abundant Living" will be offered
by the Way International in early
October, said Richard Bolin, area
leader for the city of Albuquerque.
The Way International is a
biblical research and teaching
organization with international
headquarters in New Knoxville,
Ohio. Bolin said the organziation is

NASHVILLE, Ten .. (UPI)-Country music star
Johnny Cash was admitted to memorial Hospital
Tuesday for tests and a rest, it was announced
Wednesday.
Irene Gibbs, Cash's personal secretary, said the
entertainer has just returned from a strenuous tour in
the northwest.
His next major appearance will be as host of the
nationally televised country music awards show Oct.

9.
Cash is expected to be released from the hospital in
two or three days.

"a fellowship of the followers of
the Lord Jesus Christ for the
manifestation of the more abundant 1i fe."
The 35-hour class is taught by
Dr. Victor Wierwille, founder and
president of The Way International
Dr. Weirwille said that he first
became interested in bibilical
research aftet reading.a verse in the
gospel of John where Jesus Christ
says, "I am come that they might

Film Propaganda'
though many members finance the
tour themselves. The study tour
The
United
States-China costs $2,400 for a roundtrip ticket
People's Friendship Association and can last 21 days, 12 days or
presented "Red Flag Canal" and three-months.
.
"Sprouts" at the SUB theater The film,"The Red Flag Canal"
Monday, the second set of four . s~ows how ,the people ~ork .day and
films from the People's Republic of mght to butld a canal m Chma. The
China.
film said that by practicing the
Gladys. Levis, assistant professor teachings of Chairma~ , Mao
of the Education Foundation and a Tsetung they were able to ftmsh the
member of the Association said canal in 56 days. "Sprouts" shows
"The films were progangada a~ the education system ip Peking,
they said more in Chinese than they China. They teach the 1deas Mao
printed in English for us to read." Tsetung to children in preThe films have subtitles which show kindergarten.
how well the teaching of Mao work
Members of the Revolutionary
and how happy the people are with Commiuee Party gave brochures to
Mao'sthought.
people for . a Mao .Tsetung
Levis was on a study tour with Memorial held Tuesday mght. .
the USCPFA in the spring of 1971
to Chi1H1. She said, "1'he group
we1lt there to build understanding
CHINESE
between people at\d not governil1ent,
The study tours are financed with
CULTURE
student loans and scholarships,
By PENELOPE WRONSKI
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Cash hospitalized

Organization to teach
1
abundance of living'
By TORI WOOLF
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O'Malley fine

LOS ANGLELES (UP!)-Those voices raised
against the Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment Sill
are the same ones who spoke against the civil rights
movement, Caretta King said Wednesday,
King, widow of slain Civil rights leader Martin
Luther King, urged a convention of clothing workers
to deluge Washington legislatO!'s with postcards
seeking support of the bill.
Republican lawmakers, she said, will be the key in
getting the legislation through before the current
.:ougressional session adjourns.
King, addressing the first constitutional convention
of the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Union, said
the arguments against the bill have a "familiar ring to
the same ones used against the civil rights movement in
the 1960's.
"The regressive forces that fought my husband were
wrong then and they are wrong now," she said.

If our examination confirms that you have a fungous in·
fection of the skin of your feet, you can:

GlASSES & CONTACTS
MADE WHilE YOU WAIT'"

have life and that they might have it
more abundantly," (John 10:10).
He said he saw many Christians
living in defeat and wondered about
Jesus's claim of a more abundant
life. He said this led him into the
study and teaching of what he calls
"the rightly divided word of God."
Bolin said that students Who have
taken the class say that it establishes
and maintains a positive attitude,
explains apparent Bible contridictions, overcomes worry and
fear, and increases prosperity. He
described the class as "an adventure in victoriousliving."
He said the this class will be held
in recognition of 36 years of biblical
research. Students who complete
this class will receive a special
anniversary graduation certificate.

~evelation
Then and Now

The Book cf

C.ho.\lengi ng popula.r•l.<tle. Great Plqnet E<1rth"
types ot interpret.ation, this ei9h+ \-lour
study Will looK o.t the la~t book in the Bible
intenM of its historical setting and ih
<:all to a r<~clical Christian lifestyle. in

todo.y•s worlcl, Welcome! Beca.u!te of the
continuit_y,yo~ <1re encouraged

to atiend all

of the sessions.
l.J:riday, Sept. 28 7-S•30p.m.
2.Saturd4y. Sept. 30 7 ·IO:oop.in.
3.5unday. oct.1 2:30 • s p.1n.
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INDIAN SCHOoL ROAD1IIE

c.hild care avaiiQble

Catholi<·Lutheran Dlalogoe
a pre".>en1ation by ~a~tor Lind'\oist
on Lutheran· Rom<~n Catholic relations
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McDonald Picked
As Division 1 Rep
UNM Athletic Director Lavon
McDonald has been chosen to
represent NCAA division I schools
in a meeting next week which will
try to come up with one set of rules
govcrni ng both men and women
collegiate athletics.
''I'm not overly optimistic,''
McDonald said of the chances for
the meeting to achieve its goal.
He said, "We've got to come up
with these rules eventually and we
will be making every attempt to
come up with some type of com-

Garcia
~Key'

Factor
By ANDREW CARDONA

t
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At the start of the volleyball
season Coach Cathy Lies said that
the key factor to this year's success
depended on depth.
Last week against Eastern New
Mexico, that "key factor", c.ame in
the form of Susan Garcia.
The 5-5 seller came off the
sidelines on several occassions to
help set-up some badly needed
UNM points.
Evaluatmg her game against
Eastern New Mexico the modest
Garcia said, "I wasn't too pleased
with my sets."
Coach Lies seemed pleased with
Garcia as UNM defeated ENMU in
three straight matches.
"Susan is one of my most improved players," said Coach Lies,
"And she shows a lot of potential,"
An Albuquerque native, Garcia
attended Valley High School, and
was active in school athletics.
She played volleyball and participated in softball.
Garcia decided on UNM because
"1 like Albuquerque and I wanted
to stay here."
The talented Garcia came on the
U NM squad as a walk-on, "I
decided to try out for the team
because I wanted to play
volleyball."

Coach Lies says that walk-ons 2nd Annual Brigham Young
have to show a lot of talent to make University Volleyball Tournament.
Coach Lies said, "Twenty-two of
the squad.
This is Garcia's second year on the top schools in the west have
the UNM squad, In her first year been invited."
In pool play, where seeding is
she played on the junior varsity
determined,
UNM will have the
squad and finished the season with
opportunity
to
test two conference
the JV's.
schools University of Arizona and
This year Garcia is part of Coach the University of Utah.
Lies's traveling squad.
In the pool play opener today,
Off the court Garcia continues to UNM will go against eight-ranked
excell. She maintains a high degree Long Beach State from California.
of academic excellence and is
Coach Lies feels confident that
currently attending UNM on a UNM can beat Long Beach State.
academic
scholarship.
The
"If we can beat Long Beach
Albuquerque great says volleyball is State," said Coach Lies, "We can
a release from all the academics of take our conference."
college life.
Of the 22 teams field, coach Lies
~aid,
"UNM is sure to be a top
What has impressed Coach Lies
contender
to take the tournament."
is Garcia's determination, "She
doesn't give up on her goals."
Garcia's
future
include
volleyball, "I want to continue
playing for UNM until my
eligibility runs out."
HAYA'I SHALOM
The UNM squad is traveling to
Recorded Message
Provo, Utah, to participate in the

The most-asked question on the BYU campus this week is, "Who'll start
at quarterback for the Cougars next Saturday night in the game with New
Mexico?"
It's all academic in the eyes of head coach LaVell Edwards who admits
he's got two good ones to choose from. "It's nice to have a couple of
players like those two to pick from," said Edwards, "especially when
we're going up against the Lobos."
Last Saturday against Colorado State, regular Marc Wilson, a junior,
got the Cougars off to a 7-0 lead before he was injured in the early stages of
the second quarter. Then sophomore Jim McMahon came in as a
replacement to Wilson and engineered the Cougars through three more
touchdowns before he was hurt in the first part of the fourth quarter.
Wilson then returned to the game for "hand-off assignments" before
yeilding to third-string quarterback Mark Flammer.
It was the second year in a row that BYU has popped a relative
newcomer at quarterback against the Rams. Last year Wilson tossed seven
touchdowns in a big victory at Fort Collings,
Interestingly, the Cougars covered more ground and scored more points
with their rushing game than they did with their passing (217 yards rushing
to !57 yards through the air). This was a new twist for the Cougars, since
they led the nation in passing in 1976 and 1977.
"It was part of our game plan to mix up the running and passing," said,
Edwards, "and I felt our team executed the plan as well as they possibly
could.''
Since the strategy worked well against CSU, there is a chance there may
be more of the same against New Mexico.
Since Edwards and the Cougars have some time before that decision,
plus a decision on probable starters, must be made, it's unlikely anything
will be announced. Right now there are other concerns facing the Cougar
staff.
Were it not for a 22-16 upset at the hands of Hawaii in Honolulu, the
Lobos would have a 3-0 record. But the New Mexico team stumbled in the
season opener and will enter the contest with a 2-1 record.
The Cougars are familiar with that kind of lure of the.islands, since they
dropped an opener to Hawaii the sante Way four years ago. But they regrouped in time to win the WAC and represent the league in the Fiesta
Bowl before the season ended.
Last Saturday's shutout of Nevada Las• Vegas (24-0) could mean the two
teams will lock into a defensive battle Saturday night.

Phone 296·8568

McDonald will be one of six
persons at the Kansas City meeting,

UNM Athletic Director
Lavon McDonald

Showings
at
7:00
and

9:15
Thursday
SUB
Theatre

"A beautifully photographed screen version
of the Emily Bronte classic"
-Ann Guarino, NY Daily News

Wuthering Heights
directed by Robert Fuest
starring
Anna Calder-Marshall as Cathy
and
Timothy Dalton as Heathcliff
ASUNM Students-$1.00 Others·$1.50

INTRAMURAL TENNIS CLASSIC INTRAMURAL TENNIS CLASSIC INTRAMURAL TENNIS
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4th Annual Intramural Fall Tennis Classic
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The Intramural program in cooperation with Michelob is sponsoring a
singles tennis tournament to be held
Oct. S·Oct. 8 at the UNM East courts.
There is a $1.50 entry fee which
covers all the tennis balls,
refreshments and prizes.
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All levels of competition will be offered with staff and students being divided into separate divi·
sion. Skill levels of advanced, intennediate, and beginning will
be split in divisions.
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Entries are due by Monday, October 2
at 12:00 noon in the Intramural office
room 230 of Johnson Gym.
All players entered will be eligible to
win by raffle a beautiful Michelob tennis carry bag and 10 Michelob tennis
covers.
A Michelob cooler will be awarded to
all winners in all catagories with second . place finishers getting a
Michelob mug.
.Remember entries are due With the
$1.50 by noon October 2.

z

The UNM Intramural and Recreational Club wilt hold an organizational 0
iii
meeting, Monday Oct. 2, 1978 at4 p.m. in room230 in Johnson Gym.
C/)
This club will handle activities directly related to Intramural and
Recreational experiences.
Members of the club will decide on the activities Which wiU be Sponsored 0 1NTRAMURAL
by the club.
Also a group from the club will be formed as an advisory council. This
council will present reommendations to the Intramural staff,
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A SliER PHOTO

Rec Club Starting
©1978 Miller Blewlng Co., Miiwaukee, Wis.

promise.''

Susan Garcia adds depth to Lobo squad.

Cougars Have
2 Quarterbacks

Now comes Miller time.
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Ruggers
Fitness

Former A/1-WA C

Houston Ross
Enjoys /ntramurals
By MARK('OOK
Why b u former All-WAC UNM
1oot ball player playing in tram ural
flap. football'!
"!·or the c.xcrdsc, for the pure
enjoyment of' the game," said
Housto1.1 Ro", a star linebacker in
the past.
!'or those too young to be
following, .:ollcgc football in J971,
that sunHner Houston Ross was just
about everyone's preseason AllAmerican pick. Experts all over the
~ountry agreed that the 6-1, 225pound Ross was one of the top five
lincbackcr.s in college football <It the
t imc.

. ''-"" .-,' _,-., adunu In rniUng paptrs
Pll ~Wldt papor Jlu J
I
I Wlit ''bUiltin'' Maku railing
usier. J•rvu u 11S Ollt!1 holdu Incredibly

tl)(lv,nltnl. 75 papclf.S, S~.00: 150 PIPOfl.
SS 75 lncludi mmpad, nll·addruud
envelope Money bac)l; guuanlet. Ralatl In·

qu1r1u y,jtJcome
Get Wired
506 At:equ1a Madre, Santa h HM 87501

ARTS

On Trial

"'f here i' no question thai J
would've been drafted high," Ross
"iaid.
But Houston Ro" i'n't playing
pro football
About midway lhrough tl1c '7 J
COO!< PHOTO
season in a game against Arizona
State, Roos was hit on a play and
Former All-WAC Houston Ross is now playing IM footfell backward~. The rc.sull was two ball.
broken bones in one leg. Seemingly football had just been too long
What the future holds for
shattered was the opportunity to Ross said.
Houston Ross isn't too clear at the
play pro ball ;1s well.
moment. But Ross will definitely be
"I developed other interests," he returning to the east coast.
During the next three years Ross
worked out ol'ten and the broken said, "But I have no major regrets,
"Something will probably come
I'm satisfied with the course of my around," said Ross.
leg healed and strengthened.
Encouraged by friends and his Ji fe."
And, now the law school inRoss, who already has a masters tramural flag football team will
UNM coach Rudy Feldman, who
had since taken a job with the San degree in political science, will be hate to see him go.
The law school team is presently
Diego Chargers, Ross attended a graduar;ng in May from UNM with
Charg,cr summer training camp. a joint law and public ad- undefeated and undoubtedly much
But he left uftcr a short while.
ministration degree. He obviously of this success has to be attributed
"I wa.s in good physical shape didn't lose his competitive spirit to Houston Ross.
In leading his team to a 34-12
but I wasn't in good psychological when he quit playing college
victory
on Tuesday, Ross was
shape," said Ross.
football.
awesome. He caught three touchThe three-year Jay off from
down passes, scored an extra point,
Women's
and intimidated more opposing
Eyeglasses; or Contact Lenses
Center
One day service, quality and
pl.ayers than anyone could count.
IIIIIHIIIIIl'illg tt>gi~ttlt(i{)ll for
style at reasonable cost
"I sec no reason why we
Women & Health class
mt·Saturdll}' rnotniiiJ.:~:
wouldn't
win it all," said Ross.
Casey Optical Co.
Ill am~ J2 uuon h<•J.:inniuJ.:
Although Ross is playing for the
(3 dmm W. oj lt~.t0/1 DmJ!.)
.~·pl. :liJ rod! ~·Qm('(', W('~·k!;
,H\"1/G; :J(j(j.Oft(il
Lomas at Washington
exercise and pure enjoyment of the
t\lft>maltrc Cmlltlltmllt/ Cl'ltln
._.
265.8846;
game, he still plays to win.
I

Jly RAY GLASS
The fitness and depth of the
men's rugby team will be tested as
the Lobos today host Brigham
Young and travel Friday to
Laramie for a Saturday match with
the U nivcrsity of Wyoming.
The BYU side will push the
Lobos to their physical limits in an
A-side match at 5:30 p.m. at the
south campus upper practice field.
"They arc a lot more fit than we
are," UNM coach Harvey
Alexander said. "They get more
money from their universtiy and
can practice five days a week. We
can only practice twice a week."
He said that although BYU has
enough players to field two sides,
the Cou5ars only play their best
fifteen players.
The length of the trip to Laramie
(the Lobos will leave on Friday and
return on Sunday) will affect UNM.
A-side starters Joe Watson Dave
Woodley and Alexander will !lOt be
able to make the trip because of job
committments and, overall, the
Lobos will only take one side.
"Some B-side players deserve a
chance to play A-side," Alexander
said. "Since we will only send up
one side, these players will get their
chance."

Where Craz~ Is
AWo~ Of Life
By S. MONTOYA

There is only one establishment
in this city that consistently turns
away customers at the door because
the building is already jammed to
capacity. A following has grown
and loyal troopers wait as long as
an hour to get in side. The
phenominal success of this barroom
is not obvious however, until you
look at the crowd pleasing antics of
Bucky Charris and the often
ludicrous appeal of the Gong Show.
The general theme of the Gong
Show is based upon its T.V.
counterpart where craziness rules,
and the crazier the better. Spiced
with Friars staff, the show features
fairly regular attractions. Gene The
Dance Machine is played by Pole
Solas, whose innovative style
suggests long lost dance steps.
Sazeech takes a certain situation
and proceeds in a manner that is
unmist<tkably Harpo Marxian. This
role is played by Barry Kemler. The
unknown comic performs an act
that varies from show to show and
his mystique would certainly be lost
should his identity be revealed. The
show receives it's final compliment
of acts from a handful of true
supporters.
"If you want to be on the Gong
Show, just drop by or give us a call,
here at Friars, any Thursday before
ten o'clock", says Ralph Kaplan,
produccr and organizer.
No specific talent is necessary
and any unique act is generally
accepted. The show lasts anywhere
from a half-hour to an hour and no
more than ten acts are presented.
"Our show has a great deal of
appeal. People want to come in and
see other people make jokes of
themselves", says Kaplan.
Past acts have included an Elvis
impersonator, comedians,
musicians, dancers, jugglers, fireeaters and belly dancers.
So successful has the gong show
been, that a spin-off has been
developed primarily to commemorate their first anniversary.
"As the bar stool turns", says
Kaplan, "is just for fun and is
meant for nothing other than a
good time." This compelling
drama, using a soap theme, deals
with Ji fe in a barroom and the night
to night occurrences that make that
life unique.
Kaplan, the host and emcee,
produces the show and delights the
anticipating, unruly audience with
gestures and mammerisms not
unlike his T.V. personality
counterpart.
Appearing on stage, first ill a
white dinner jacket, tails and top
hat to match, he rambles his way
through an assortment of quick
changes and comical ihtr<iductions.
Bucky's Fairy Tales is Kaplan's
regular spot on the show that
contributes a story with a moraL
Actors in this skit wear t·shirts
revealing their identity, as the story
is read from an antique rocking
chair, set in a tranquil atmosphere.
A pun Call be expected in the moral.
Execution Of roles is purely
academic considering that there
would be no show without witty

GLASSES &CDNTACIS
MADE WHILE YOU WAIT!!!

Ever wanted to work
for· any of the s~veral hu~red
worldwide otl contpantes?
You can if you join us.
You can work for practically all
of the worldwide petroleum
companies when you join
Halliburton Services.
We're part of a $5.4 billion
company, Halliburton Company,
that would rank 35 on the 1978
Fortune 500 if we were a
manufacturer.
We provide highly technical,
sophisticated services that are
absolutely essential to fmding and
recovering oil and gas. We're
recognized leaders in oilfield
services and are totally committed
to maintaining that leadership
position through technological
excellence.
We have a broad variety of
technical and scientific positions

open to graduates who can make
immediate contributions to
our capabilities.
Whether you select a position
that involves engineering our
services, researching and
developing new services, or in.the
manufacturing areas of our
business, you'll be gaining valuable
experience that you can get
nowhere else, experience that's vital
to meeting the world's
energy needs.
To learn more about the
opportunities we offer, look us up
in your placement library. Then,
be sure to contact the Halliburton
recruiter when he comes to your

national
optical
2110 Centrnl S.E_,

243•6157

campus. If you miss the
recruiter's visit, write us at the
address below.
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Drawer 1431
Duncan, Oklahoma 73533
A member of the growing
HALLIBURTON Company
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

On Campus Interviews:
September 29, 1978.

CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY
EMPLOYMENT
Unique professional opportunities are available
for those graduating in
June or August 1979 in
the following fields:

I
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Economics
Electrical &
Electronic Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Computer Science
Chemistry
Physics
*Political Science
*Foreign Languages
*Foreign Area Studies
*Journalism
*International Relations
Geography

*Graduate Students
Preferred.
Ali assignments are in
Langley, Virginia .. Some
require foreign travel. u.s.
citizenship is required.
SEND RESUME TO:
P.O. Elox 10748,
Edgemont Branch,
Golden, Colorado 80401

RESUME

}'
'·

APPLICATIONS
MUST BE MAILED
BY OCTOBER 5,1978
AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

ASA Gallery Shows
Undergradunte Photos

'

KUNm Today

angttlar collage of a restaunmt photogrnph; or the same linear
Bv DANIEL GinSON
booth is one of Mark Schreyer's subject printed on the same sheet of
The ·ASA Gallery, located f1vc pictures. Thctonesarerevcrscd paper; perspective dhtnrtion
downstairs in the south end of the in t.he one print. Three others arc results.
SUB, is showing 10 un- composed of four different
dergraduates' photographs in a ;==~========================;
show entitled "Contemporary
Picturemakers."
No panicular pictures stand out.
A greater number of photographers
might have been included in the
show to reveal the diversity of the
work being done in the photo
N<)W APPEAHING
department, but the show is a start
on exposing the man "unknown"
working in photography at UNM.
U :;s;cngs served 1o,ao-:>:00 Wl'C kdavs,
Laura Grum feld has six very
Fri. & Snt. till4:00 nnd Sun. 12:00·4:fJO
lovely 8-by-10 inch prints. They arc
phone 881-8233 4800 San Mrll<'o N.l~.
composed of one picture enclosed
m All woods
wHhin a field of another, such as a
slab of concrete floating above (or
is it below?) a grass lawn.
Dennis Palacious has six square
prints in the show. They are shots
of the rooftops of downtown
Albuquerque. Areas in the
negatives were opaqued over or
marked with india ink, resulting in
white, reflection-like tones.
Five pictures of Judith Rolliuson
run from the classical (a picture of
an old man in suspenders) to the
very new (a photo of blurred sheep
on a road.).
Mangled mannequins, naked
black women and a disheveled
room are the scene for Patrick
Clancy's five gold-toned prints.
Color series are the material Gad
Golbarg has in the show. A profile
of a man's head with a black a11d
white print of ht. ear placed over
his real ear comprises one series.
"Instant Daphna" is a polaroid
collage of a woman.
The outdoor, Western school of
photography is displayed by Debra
Krassen in three pictures. Her forth
1.200 UJiYOrninfJ n.e.
entry is a print of sheep cut into
thin strips and woven back
.299-4443
together, a wooly..ide!j ..
~
An image compo~ed as an

SALOOI

and clever writtcrs to produce
usable material. The totally
uninhibited and distinctive writing
style of Robin Arquette, daughter
of a UNM journalism teacher,
comprises the greatest amount of
material for the show.
"Bucky's the clever front man
and I'm the clever martyr writer",
says Arquette.
The former ENMU student is one
of AlbuqucrqJJc's most popular
happy hour entertainers and has
performed in lounges throughout
the city. She has written approximately 25 scripts for the Gong
Show, which constantly reuses the
material. Additionally she is
preparing script for the Friar spinoff which will probably run every
other week.
"Jokes are a hobby and I collect
them as a pastime'', she says.
As an accomplished writer and
singer she says, "My writing and
singing careers are completely
unrelated. I do the writing because I
enjoy the people here. And I do my
singing because I love it."
The winning act in the Gong
Show receives $25, and the worst
act gets at-shirt that says "l was the
worst act on Friars Thursday Night
Gong Show."
Production of this thoroughly
entertaining show is spearheaded by
the sheer determination of Kaplan,
and Arquette's eye for the absurd
combined with some of the most
willing talent? around.

CEN'I'EH.PI EC :E

Lunch

Special
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Sunday Night Is •.•••

Band Dotes
Alfalfa's: 5001 Lomas N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.- I a.m., DREAM Ell..
This is a 5 piece, all-woman band from Denver.
Apollo; 931 San Mateo N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 8:30 p.m.-close, BROKEN
ARROW BAND.
Big Valley Ranch Co., 8904 Menaul N.E. 9:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m.,
DISCO.
Bird of Paradise; 5211 Gibson S.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m.,
AMISTAD.
Caravan East; 7707 Central N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 5-8:15 p.m.,
OUTLAW BLUES, 8:30 p.m.· I :30 a.m., MEDICINE WHEEL,
Friday at 9 p.m. JOE STAMPLEY.
Danbi's; 2900 Coors N. W., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-close, l.&L.
Eliot's Nest; 2294 Wyoming N.E., 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m., DISCO.
The Establishment: 275 Montgomery Plaza, Thurs.-Sat., 4-7 p.m.,
EVERLOVING' 9 p.m.-1 :30 a.m., LIKELY STORY.
Friar's East; 1200 Wyoming N.E., Thursday night, 10: 30 p.m.,
FRIAR'S GONG SHOW, Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.·1:30 a.m., LICKETY
SPUT.
Friar's Pub; 6825 Lomas N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-! :30 a.m., TKO.
Fudpuckers; In Bernalillo, across from the courthouse, Friday an
Saturday, 8 p.m.- I :30 a.m., ROBBIE VANN BAND.
Generation Gap' 7400 Lomas N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1:30 a.JTI.,
DISCO.
Hello-Hello; Central & Washington S.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1 :30
a.m., OLE SCRATCH.
Hog's Breath Saloon; 4800 San Mateo N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-! :30
a.m., CENTERPIECE. Another Denver band.
Latin Quart.er: 5402 Central S.W., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-close,
MACHO POWER U.S.A.
Ned's El Portal; 4200 Central S.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m.,
THE I' LA NETS.
Rio Ran~hoi Inn; on Rio Rancho Dr., Friday and Saturday, 8:30
p.m.-1:30 a.m., CHAMELEON. Like their name Implies, this band
.
. .
can play anything.
Rusty Nail; Joa1\ Tabo at Candelaria, Thurs.-Sal., 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m.,
BEAVER CREEK BAND.

..
sunday Afternoon Football On Giant Screen TV
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thursday, Sept. 28
7:06 a.m.; House Assasination +:
Committee Hearings
~
5:30; KUNM News
+:
6 p.m.; NPR.'s "All Things
+:
Considered"
+:
7 p.m.; The Light That Jazz Lit
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Planning for up coming
Ski trips and Patties
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CONTACT LENS
WEARERS
Save money on your brand
name hard or soft lens sup·
plies.
Send
for
free
illustrated catalog.
Contact Lens Supply Center
341 E. Camelback,
Phoenix, Arizona 85012.

Grade Problems?
Complete Training
in Learning
Through Hypnosis
• cut study time
• improve grade point

897-0201 for Info.
18 yrs.. experience
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Faculty to discuss
fractioned grading
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Space

Both Friday and Saturday nights
September 29-30
First 20 dancers in free
Doors open at 8:30
Admission
Students 31.00
w/FN~I ID plus guest
P11blic 32.00

EMPLOYMENT

case

Makoro of Hand Modo
Indian Jowolry

OLD· TOWN

f. VkNI"tltl J), t ~T rt flitS Jl\10. ·\ llf('Lk 10 l 'NM,
liCiu~c tliH.' h~·dn1nm Sll)'i, mJul!<t, n•' f!CI<o. Sec OJ! 141
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FORSALE
Pokr~\IJil· r.v.·,s3~.001o160.00 . .J4f
'l~~-:>987.
10120
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Burroughs Corporation
Our business is data and word recording, computation, processing and communications management.
Our range of products is one of the broadest and most
advanced in the data processing industry, and is
complemented by a strong and successful range of
office products.
According to objective industry sources, Burroughs
has moved into SECOND position in the data
processing industrY in the value of computer
equipment shipped in the United States. This is
considerable progress when you consider we were in
eighth or ninlh position then years ago.
Our strong confidence in continued growth is based
on the increasing strength of our entire organization,
on the success of our current program of new product
introductions, and on constantly growing market
opportunities.
We are offering opportunities to individuals with the
following majors to learn more about our successful
team:
• Computer Science
•Information Systems
Location of facility:
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
We will be on the University of New Mexico Campus,.·
Thursday, October 5, 1978. Sigh up at the Career
Services Center NOW!
An Equal Opportunity Employer MIFIH

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1 Tourists'

aids
5 Fat

9 Subsequent
14 Came to rest
15 T.M.
16 Coat
17 Printing ma·
chines

19 Tin alloy
20 Body part
21 Andiron
23 Ratify
24 Feels angry
toward
27 Insect
29 lncan
31 Expel
35 Entire
37 Toast
39 Mugwump
40 Illumination
source

42- of Honor
44- -avail:
Useless
45 Lifeless: Archaic

47 Colombian
money
49 Oath
50 Spanish title
52 Struggle
54 Two
56 Enlisted
59 Reverberate

52 Letter
64"--ls

UNITED Feature Synd1cate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved·

Born"

65 Metal alloy
67 Great skill
70 Tam's rela·
tive

71 W. German
city
72 Iowa city
73 Unkempt
74 Stalk
75 Minus
DOWN
1 Of the
cheekbone
2 Straighten
3 N. Pacific
fish: 2 words
4 Purloined
5 House pest
6 Cut off
7 Elderly
8 Chesi
9 Dwelling
unit: Abbr,
10 Meat
vessel
11 Common
shrub
12 Lab heater
13 Rod and 18 Serves
22 Supreme
being
25 Canocks or

."
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words

33 Italian river
34 Think: Ar·
chaic

35 Sorrowful

36
38

41
43

Word
Fabric
Try
Suggested
Bereft of

46 ~ Ia-Ia
48 Asian in·

Ill

A proposal to i>rohibit students
from repeating classes in which they
received a C or better is now being
considered by the faculty Senate.
Spearheaded by the Admissions
and Registration Committee of the
Senate, the move is ab attempt to
correct ''some of the academic
abuses and absurdities permitted
under the present regulation.''
according to a memo written by
Professor William Johnson of
biology, chairman of the com·
mittce.
Presently a student may repeat a
course without special permission
but may receive credit only once.
The higher grade received is figured
into the student's GPA.
According to the proposed plan,
undergraduate students may repeat
a course in which a grade of D or F
was earned, but all grades from all
attempts will be used to calculate
the student's GPA.

The welcome mat will be out at UNM Saturday for a Parents' Day
program crowded with academic, cultural, social and athletic events.
Among the highlights of Parents' Day will be lectures; live music
and dance performances; open houses in academic departments,
dormitories, galleries and museums, and a Lobo football game.
Lecture topics range from organized crime to Louis XIV and from
sociology careers to Abraham Lincoln, and many professors will
speak on various academic fields.
All events are free except for the football game, scheduled to begin
at 7:30p.m. at University Stadium, and a luncheon, set for I 1:30 a.m.
in the Student Union.
Parents of current and prospective students, and all other interested
persons, will be welcome. Registration will begin at 8 a.m. and will
continue through 4 p.m. in the foyer of the Fine Arts Center, which is
located northeast of the corner of Central and Yale. Free parking will
be available.
A schedule of events, as well as maps and other information, will be
available at registration.
UNM President William E. Davis
greet guests at a reception
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Wl!St wing of Zimmerman Library.

will

D 0 y

H

Red Wings
26 Drug from
orchids
28- Aviv
30 Art subjects
32 Working extra hours: 2

Ban on repeats
being discussed

Parents to visit

or

ACROSS

Founder of the All Space
Peace Movement William J.
Ferrarini said he was from
the planet "No-Bombs," and
is protesting against nuclear
weapons.

By BILL ROBERTSON

1lil-!hl '!hi ft. Kitchen hl:lp $2.65 hour. Apply in per~on
a( c:onm~ ('c~icr.
t0 ... 16

-Cwered,
· 'liV'agon .·

the original sponsor of fracl ion
grading at UNM.
B~rthold said, "The grading
allows a professor to delineate a
student's performance more finely,
By adding plus and minus symbols,
a professor can go from 5 grades 10
13 grades.
"It is a more fair evaluation
system," he said.
Faculty Senate member Michael
Zeilik, assistant professor of
physics and astronomy, is opposed
10 fraction grading. He said, "The

The implementation of "t'ractioned" grading, which would
allow plus and minuses, at the
undergraduate level will be the sole
topic of discussion at a general
faculty meeting within a month,
said Anne Brown, university
secretary. The date has not yet been
set.
The meeting was called at the
request of Richard M. Berthold,
assistant professor of history and
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strument

51 Foreign
53 Chaste
55 Smells
57 Makes less
difficult
58 Garment
59 Declines
60 Canadian In·
dian

61 Hounds'
quarry
63 Building
sign
66 Eyelid prob·
lem
66 Letter
69 Wood

Laboratory reveals
paraquat test kits

The new policy will permit
students to repeat classes in which
they earned a C or better, but only
for audit status.
The proposal was first aired
before the Faculty Senate at its last
meeting of the spring • semester
1978. That attempt mel with little
success, said Greg Marley, a
student member of the Admissions
and Registration Committee,
because the original draft of the
plun was badly worded.
"Over the summer Dean
(William) Huber (University
College) rewrote the plan," said
Marley, "which will go before the
Senate at its next meeting."
"There
was
widespread
agreement among the committee
members that the present rule has
been sidely abused by those with the
time and. resources to repeat a
class," said Marley.
"As it stands now, if a person
takes a course and gets a C, then

grading would set up a false sense
of precision in grading students.
The rcliabilily is not good enough
to make one-third grade distinctions between students,'' he ,~aid.
"We would be telling people that
we c;m evaluate students 111orc
finely than we are able to dn,"
Zeilik said.
Berthold said he gathered enough
sign;ttures from faculty members to
request a special meeting after lwo
fraction grading proposals were
defeated in a voice-vote last spring.
The general faculty will decide
whether to put the proposals back
on the Faculty Senalc agenda for
reconsideration.
If the proposals arc placed on the
faculty Senate agenda and arc again
defeated, a vote by mail to the
cmire faculty will probably take
place, said Registrar Fred M.
Chreist.
For frnction grading to be implemented, 50 per cent of the
faculty must vote, and a simple
majority must approve the final
proposal.
The first plan was drawn up by
the Admissions and Registration
committee, which is composed of
faculty,
administrators
and
students.
Under this proposal, the Faculty
Senate would institute aU niversitywide regulation requiring
instructors to submit two sets of
course grades.
One set, adhering to the present
five-letter grade system, would be
entered on student transcripts and
would be used in the computation
of GOA's.
A second set of unoffical grades
using fractions would be assigned
by faculty as if the University were
operating under a fraction grading
system.
continued on p,ilga 9

eontlnood on page 9

are not all effective
By MARKCOOK
Home paraquat testing kits have appeared on the market capitalizing on
fears by marijuana smokers who learned last May that Mexican pot fields
were contaminated with the chemical. The herbicide paraquat has been
sprayed on fields since 1975 as part of a U.S. sponsored program to curb
marifuana usage.
Schoenfeld Clinical Laboratory, an independent Albuquerque testing
service, does biochemical analysis. Schoenfeld has recently been testing
smokers' samples of pot for contamination of paraquat.
Manufacturers of 12 .test kits requested that the lab evaluate the effectiveness of their products. Four kits were found to be reliable.
Paraquat detection in a well-equipped laboratory requires about two
hours of work by a trained technician, said Schoenfeld employee Gale
Wold, _
"A lot of the companies didn't go to a lot of expense putting these kits
together" Wold said.
One kit Which was proven not to work was the Para Kit Stash Test Kit
manufactilred by Proton Products. It contained one squeeze bottle of clear
liquid, which along with several small tools, was to sell for about seVen
dollars. The kit ca_me with a guarantee to detect about 10 parts per million
of paraquat in marijuana. Wold said that it wouldn't even dete~t 200 parts
per million.
"A lot of the companies were in a hurry to tell us how to report our
results,'' said Wold, "They couldn't even pronounce the chemicals they
(their kits) used."
''Of the procedures that do work you almost have to be in laboratory
conditions to get good results,'' he said.
One or the kits created such a bad odor that nothing but a fume hood
would proteci the testor from discomfort, he added.
. ,
Wold said he doubted if any of the twelve kits were on the market.
In July the Food and Drug Administration declared that paraquat
testing kits were medical devices and would therefore be subject to approval by the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta. Apparently none of

WARNING!
Contains TOXIC and CAUSTIC substances!
Read all warnings on containers
and in instructions!
1) Keep out of the reach of clllldreill
2) Do not store .near food or eating. & cooking
utensils,
,
3) Store in a cool drY place.

Smoking any material contaminated w>!h
Paraquat may cause lung damage. Se! er
makes no guarantees that U11s tes! ,.,.
prevent lung darnage.

Many paraquat testing kits have hit the market since the herbicide scare. A warning label
on a kit may indicate the chemicals, used are mote harmful than the paraquat.

continued on page 8
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